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Author’s response to reviews:

Overall, in the manuscript we used track change to incorporate or address the reviewers’ comments that related to grammar error.

A Point by point response

GENERAL COMMENTS:

Comments 1: “we thank you for the efforts made, but the language and style need further improvement. I revised for you the abstract”.

Answers from authors: Thank you for your comments and your contribution by editing abstract part of the manuscript. Per your recommendation for extensive language and writing form edition, we again tried to edit and rewrite certain sentences as we can by using English language teacher present at University level and we authors extensively re observed and rewrite the manuscript. Moreover, we all authors give full write for reviewer to edit and rewrite the unattractive sentences without losing the message it convey. We totally accept the comment and we tried to use available chance we have to edit it. Thank you again for your concern!

Generally, thank you for your best comments!